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ABSTRACT: Responsive pure protein organogel sensors and
catalysts are fabricated by replacing the aqueous mobile phase of
protein hydrogels with pure ethylene glycol (EG). Exchanging
water for EG causes irreversible volume phase transitions (VPT)
in bovine serum albumin (BSA) polymers; however, BSA
hydrogel and organogel sensors show similar volume responses
to protein−ligand binding. This work elucidates the mechanisms
involved in this enabling irreversible VPT by examining the
protein secondary structure, hydration, and protein polymer
morphology. Organogel proteins retain their native activity
because their secondary structure and hydration shell are
relatively unperturbed by the EG exchange. Conversely, the
decreasing solvent quality initiates polymer phase separation to
minimize the BSA polymer surface area exposed to EG, thus
decreasing distances between BSA polymer strands. These protein polymer morphology changes promote interprotein
interactions between BSA polymer strands, which increase the effective polymer cross-link density and prevent organogel
swelling as the mobile phase is exchanged back to water.

■ INTRODUCTION

Hydrogels and organogels are versatile materials with
numerous applications as sensors,1−5 catalysts,6,7 drug delivery
materials,8,9 tissue engineering scaffolds,10 wound dressings,11

membranes,12 and mechanical actuators.13 These responsive
materials consist of two primary components: a stationary
phase made up of a 3-dimensional chemically or physically
cross-linked polymer network and a liquid mobile phase that
facilitates diffusion and mass transport within the polymer
network. Hydrogels contain an aqueous mobile phase, whereas
organogels contain an organic solvent mobile phase.
Our group pioneered the development of photonic crystal-

based colorimetric chemical sensors14,15 that utilize the
hydrogel volume phase transition (VPT) responses to external
stimuli such as pH, light, and chemical analytes.4,16−19

Hydrogels or organogels that have molecular recognition
groups attached to the polymer network selectively undergo
VPT in response to a specific analyte.17,18,20,21 This analyte
induced VPT shifts the embedded photonic crystal particle
spacing, thus shifting the photonic crystal light diffraction.14−16

These VPT involve distinct changes in the hydrogel/
organogel volume in response to small changes in the
hydrogel/organogel chemical environment.22 These volume
changes are caused by osmotic pressures, Π, which derive from
changes in the Gibbs free energy, ΔGtotal.

23,24 Osmotic
pressures in the system induce mass transfer of the mobile
phase: either partitioning the mobile phase into the polymer
network to cause swelling, or expelling the mobile phase to

cause shrinking. When the polymer and mobile phase are at
equilibrium, Πtotal = ∂ΔGtotal/∂V = 0. In general, for hydrogel/
organogel chemical sensors, analyte recognition must induce a
change in the Gibbs free energy to actuate a VPT.
Recently, we developed several stimuli responsive pure

protein hydrogels that sense pH, glucose, yeast cells, drugs,
surfactants, and fatty acids.3,5,25 These protein hydrogels have
selective chemical responses because the constituent proteins
show specific molecular recognition. There exists a large body
of research developing functional pure protein hydrogels using
a variety of fabrication methods, such as glutaraldehyde cross-
linking, or enzyme catalyzed cross-linking of proteins, and self-
assembly of engineered proteins.6,7,9,26−28

There are very few studies of pure protein organogels,29,30

despite the intense interests in utilizing protein chemistries in
organic solvents for industrial applications such as enzymatic
synthesis of pharmaceuticals and biofuels,31,32 as well as for
sensing and degrading toxic compounds important to the
defense industry.33,34 Organic solvents typically denature
proteins and significantly decrease protein reactivity.35 This
has led to the development of several techniques to stabilize
proteins against denaturation or deactivation by organic
solvents.36−38
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We very recently developed methods to fabricate stimuli
responsive pure protein organogels for sensing and catalysis
applications.39 The pure protein organogels are fabricated from
pure protein hydrogels by using a stepwise solvent exchange
that replaces the aqueous mobile phase of pure protein
hydrogels with ethylene glycol (EG). Chemically cross-linked
pure protein polymer hydrogels are fabricated by polymerizing
protein monomers in solution using glutaraldehyde. The
proteins are immobilized by this protein polymerization such
that the proteins retain their native reactivity after the aqueous
mobile phase is replaced with pure EG. Protein immobilization
is a widely used strategy to stabilize proteins against
denaturation, which typically enhances protein activity in
organic solvents.36,37,40−44

We believe that our photonic crystal BSA organogel sensor39

is the first reported responsive pure protein organogel to
exhibit a VPT in response to ligand binding. The polymerized
BSA in the organogels bind the same ligands as do the BSA
hydrogels3 and the native protein monomers.45,46 The BSA
hydrogels and organogels also exhibit similar VPT responses to
ligand binding, swelling when BSA binds charged ligands like
ibuprofen and fatty acids.
Recent publications have investigated conformational

changes98 and phase transitions99 in dipeptide organogels.
For example, Yuan et al.99 demonstrated that self-assembled
diphenylalanine organogels are responsive to changes in the
solvent composition. The addition of chloroform to the
hexafluoropropanol/toluene mobile phase caused organogel
swelling, whereas the addition of water caused a gel to crystal
transition. The development of more selective responsive
hydrogel and organogel materials is enabled by utilizing
proteins instead of simple dipeptide molecules because
proteins have evolved to have specific ligand binding pockets.
However, the responsive protein polymers reported on here
and in our previous publication39 have substantially more
complex polymer−mobile phase interactions compared to the
homogeneous dipeptide organogels, due to their heteroge-
neous composition of 20 possible amino acids, leading to
interesting VPT phenomenon in response to environmental
changes.
The water to EG solvent exchange that transforms

responsive BSA hydrogels into responsive BSA organogels
induces a large VPT that decreases the organogel volume as
the concentration of EG in the mobile phase increases. As
shown herein, this solvent exchange induced VPT is
irreversible; rehydrating the BSA organogel by exchanging
the EG mobile phase back to water does not result in
reswelling.
This VPT irreversibility is enabling for developing our

selective protein organogel sensors because it creates chemical
sensors that are insensitive to fluctuations in humidity and
water concentration, thus increasing their potential applica-
tions. EG was utilized as the mobile phase due to its low vapor
pressure. Protein organogels that utilize an EG mobile phase
are more resistant to evaporation compared to protein
hydrogels, increasing the time scales these responsive materials
can function when exposed to ambient conditions. Thus, these
responsive protein organogels with low vapor pressure mobile
phases could be utilized for sensing gas phase analytes. EG is
hydroscopic, therefore, the organogel’s insensitivity to the EG
water content is highly advantageous for developing gas
sensing materials as it eliminates false negatives and positives
that may result from changes in humidity.

In this work, we characterize the protein secondary
structure, protein hydration, and the protein polymer
morphology in the BSA hydrogels, organogels, and water
incubated organogels in order to elucidate the mechanisms
involved in this irreversible VPT. The BSA secondary structure
in the hydrogel, organogel, and water incubated organogel is
determined using the UVRR AmIII3 band frequencies that are
sensitive to changes in the peptide secondary structure.47 The
protein solvation shell water layer in the BSA organogel is
estimated using the strong NIR absorbance of water. Cryo-
SEM is used to image the morphology of the BSA hydrogels
and water incubated organogels, elucidating the super-
molecular structure of the protein polymer networks. The
change in the protein polymer surface area exposed to the
mobile phase is determined by titrating the BSA amino acid
carboxyl groups.
We discuss the chemistry and mechanisms involved in the

BSA hydrogel to organogel transformation that result in this
large irreversible VPT shrinking. VPT that dramatically
decrease the volume of cross-linked polymer networks are
often driven by polymer phase separations; for example, the
extraordinarily large VPT of p(isopropylacrylamide) hydrogels
is caused by lower critical solution temperature phase
separation, which is initiated by a hydrophobic collapse of
the isopropyl groups from water.48,49 We posit that the origin
of the irreversible VPT stems from interprotein interactions
formed during the BSA polymer phase separation. These
interprotein interactions act as additional polymer network
cross-links that prevent BSA polymer swelling of the water
incubated organogel.

■ EXPERIMENTAL SECTION
Materials. BSA (>98%; lyophilized powder, essentially fatty acid

free) and Sigmacote were purchased from Sigma-Aldrich and used as
received. Glutaraldehyde (50 wt %) in water was purchased from
Sigma-Aldrich and diluted to 12.5 wt % glutaraldehyde with nanopure
water. Ethylene glycol (certified, <0.2% water) was purchased from
Fisher Chemical and used as received. Nanopure water was produced
using a Barnstead NANOpure infinity system. Type A brass planchets
were purchased from Ted Pella.

Fabrication of BSA Hydrogels, Organogels, and Organogels
Incubated in Water. BSA hydrogels were fabricated by polymer-
izing BSA monomers in solution using glutaraldehyde to form
covalent linkages between BSA lysine residues, as described in our
previous publications.3 Glass microscope slides were treated with
Sigmacote to make their surfaces hydrophobic. A ∼410 μm thick
spacer was created by adhering layers of 3 M Scotch Magic Greener
tape along the four edges of the slide. The spacer ensures that the
polymerized hydrogel film has a uniform thickness.

A 200 mg/mL BSA stock solution was prepared by dissolving
lyophilized BSA powder in nanopure water. BSA hydrogel polymer-
ization was initiated by adding 64 μL of a 12.5 wt % glutaraldehyde
solution to 1.0 mL of the BSA stock solution. The solution was shaken
to mix the components, and then poured onto the glass slide within
the spacer. A second glass slide was placed on top and pressed firmly
into the spacer to expel excess solution. The BSA/glutaraldehyde
solution was polymerized for 3 h at room temperature. After
polymerization, the slides were separated, releasing the BSA hydrogel
films. BSA hydrogels were washed with large amounts of nanopure
water for 2 days to remove unreacted BSA and glutaraldehyde.

BSA organogels were fabricated by using a stepwise solvent
exchange process that replaces the aqueous mobile phase with EG.39

BSA hydrogels were incubated in aqueous solutions containing
increasing concentrations of EG for 24 h each during which the
solvent was replaced 3 times with ∼250 mL of fresh solution. The
samples were placed on a shaker to mix the BSA gels and solution
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during the exchange. The BSA hydrogels were transferred from
nanopure water to 30% (v/v) EG in water, then to 50% (v/v) EG in
water, and then to 70% (v/v) EG in water. Finally, the BSA gels were
equilibrated with pure EG for 2 days to complete the solvent
exchange. The ∼250 mL volume of pure EG was replaced 6 times
over those 2 days to ensure that excess water was removed from the
mobile phase.
Water incubated BSA organogels were fabricated by exchanging the

pure EG mobile phase of BSA organogels back to pure water. The
stepwise solvent exchange described above was reversed; BSA
organogels were incubated for 24 h on the shaker in 70% (v/v)
EG, followed by 50% (v/v) EG, and then 30% (v/v) EG. The ∼250
mL volume of solvent was replaced 3 times each day. Finally, the
organogels were incubated in nanopure water for 3 days where ∼250
mL of fresh water was replaced 4 times daily to ensure that all the EG
was removed from the mobile phase.
Volume Phase Transition Measurements. Directly after

polymerization of the BSA hydrogels, before washing the hydrogels
in water, the hydrogel films were cut into smaller square pieces using a
razor blade. The dimensions of each piece were measured using a
digital micrometer. The precisely measured hydrogel samples were
washed in nanopure water followed by the stepwise solvent exchange
steps described above. The dimensions of the hydrogel/organogel
samples were measured after incubation in each solvent composition.
The BSA hydrogel pieces exist as free-floating films that appear to

swell isotropically. Therefore, the hydrogel and organogel volumes
can be calculated from the measured gel areas using the swelling ratio

=( )A
A

V
V

3/2

i i
, where Ai and Vi are the initial area and volume of the

BSA hydrogel piece directly after polymerization, while A and V are
the area and volume of the BSA hydrogel or organogel after
incubating in a particular EG/water solution.
The initial BSA concentration in the hydrogel directly after

polymerization is 200 mg/mL. This concentration corresponds to an
initial BSA polymer volume fraction of ϕi = 15%, given the specific
volume of BSA in water is 0.734 cm3/g.50 The BSA polymer volume
fraction in the hydrogel or organogel after swelling or shrinking in
solvent is calculated using the volume swelling ratio (eq 1).

ϕ ϕ= × V
Vi

i (1)

UV Resonance Raman Spectroscopy of BSA Hydrogels and
Organogels. UV Resonance Raman (UVRR) spectroscopy was used
to investigate the secondary structure of BSA monomers free in
solution and polymerized BSA in the hydrogel, organogel, and water
incubated organogel.
The instrumentation used was previously described in detail by

Bykov et al.51 We generated ∼204 nm excitation light by first
frequency tripling the fundamental of a Nd:YAG laser to ∼355 nm.
The ∼355 nm light was then Raman shifted to ∼204 nm using the
fifth anti-Stokes harmonic of hydrogen gas (30 psi). The 204 nm light
was focused onto a spinning Suprasil quartz NMR tube containing the
sample, and a ∼165° backscattering geometry was used to collect the
scattered light. The scattered light was dispersed using a home-built
double spectrometer in a subtractive configuration. The dispersed
light was imaged using a liquid nitrogen cooled back-thinned CCD
camera (Princeton Instruments) with a Lumogen E coating.
NIR Absorption Measurements of BSA Organogel Water

Content. The strong water absorption band at 1915 nm was used to
calculate the water content in BSA organogels using a protocol similar
to that of our previous publication.16 The NIR absorption between
1400 and 2000 nm was measured for solutions containing 1.6 mL of
EG and 0, 5, 10, 15, 20, and 25 μL water in a 5 mm path length quartz
cuvette.
The absorption of 1 and 2 layers of the BSA organogel film was also

measured. The 420 μm thick organogel film was cut to the size of the
cuvette inner wall (∼1 cm × 4 cm). Excess EG on the surface of the
organogel films was removed by blotting the films with filter paper
until the surface appeared dry. The film was then placed on the wall of

the quartz cuvette. Experimental details of these measurements are
provided in the Supporting Information. The Supporting Information
also includes the NIR absorbance of the EG/water solutions and the
BSA organogels, the calibration curve for water absorption in EG at
1915 nm, and discusses the calculation of the water concentration in
the organogel.

Cryo-SEM of BSA Hydrogels and Water Incubated BSA
Organogels. Preparation of BSA Solution, BSA Hydrogel, and
Water Incubated BSA Organogel Samples for Cryo-SEM. Cryo-SEM
imaging was performed at the University of Minnesota College of
Science and Engineering Characterization Facility in collaboration
with Chris Fretham and Hanseung Lee.

BSA was dissolved in nanopure water to make 200 mg/mL BSA
solutions. The BSA solution samples were prepared for Cryo-SEM by
sandwiching a 3 μL aliquot of this BSA solution between two brass
planchets. The Ted Pella Type A planchets were 3 mm in diameter.
They contained a 2 mm diameter, 100 μm deep well in the center.
The cylindrical cavity between the planchets that contained the
samples was 200 μm thick.

The BSA hydrogel samples were prepared by polymerizing the
BSA/glutaraldehyde solution between two Type A brass planchets, in
the 2 mm diameter, 200 μm thick cavity. The surface of the brass
planchets was abraded prior to hydrogel polymerization to promote
adhesion between the hydrogel and planchet so that the hydrogels
fractured after freezing.

Cryo-SEM imaging requires sublimation of the water mobile phase
to reveal the polymer stationary phase. Protocols to flash freeze pure
EG and subsequently sublimate the EG mobile phase do not currently
exist. Therefore, the EG mobile phase was exchanged back to water to
form the water incubated organogel as described above. The thickness
of the water incubated organogel film was between 0.18 and 0.2 μm
after the solvent exchange process was completed. A specialized die
was fabricated by the University of Pittsburgh machine shop and used
to cut 1.8 mm diameter discs from the BSA organogel films. These
organogel discs fit snuggly into the 2 mm diameter/0.2 mm thick
cavity between the two Type A brass planchets.

High pressure flash freezing of the samples between brass planchets
was done using a BAL-TEC HPM 010 high pressure freezing machine
at 2100 bar with liquid nitrogen (LN2). High pressure freezing
promotes formation of vitreous ice and prevents the formation of ice
crystals that can destroy the delicate network structure.52 Samples
were stored under constant cryogenic temperatures.

The planchets containing frozen samples were affixed to the sample
holder while still immersed in a LN2 bath. A photograph of the sample
holder is shown in Figure S1 of the Supporting Information. The
sample holder was then transferred to the Leica EM ACE600 high
vacuum sputter coater using the Leica VCT100 shuttle. The Leica
VCT100 shuttle and the Leica EM ACE600 instrument were cooled
with LN2 prior to transferring the samples. It is important that the
sample remains at cryogenic temperatures to avoid ice crystal
formation. The pressure and temperature inside the chambers were
maintained at 1.5 × 10−5 mbar and at −166 °C. A cold knife was used
to remove the top planchet, fracturing the sample to reveal the inner
hydrogel and organogel polymer networks.

Vitrified ice in the interstitial spaces of the protein polymer
network was removed by sublimation, a process sometimes referred to
as Cryo-etching.52 The temperature inside the chamber was increased
from −166 to −100 °C at a rate of 3 °C/min. The pressure was kept
at 1.5 × 10−5 mbar. The sample was held at −100 °C for 40 min to
allow significant sublimation of vitreous ice at the surface. This reveals
the protein polymer network. A cold trap kept at −160 °C was placed
over the sample to prevent sublimated water vapor from condensing
back onto the sample.

After 40 min, the temperature was decreased to −115 °C, halting
the sublimation of water. After sublimation, samples were sputter
coated, depositing a 2.5 ± 0.03 nm layer of platinum on the sample.
The thickness of the Pt coating was determined by the frequency shift
of a quartz crystal oscillator, calibrated for the density of the Pt
deposited.
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Cryo-SEM of Frozen Hydrated BSA Hydrogels and Water
Incubated Organogels. The samples were transferred to the Hitachi
SU8230 field emission gun scanning electron microscope under
vacuum at cryogenic temperatures in the Leica VCT100 shuttle. The
Leica VCT100 Cryo-stage temperature was maintained at −115 °C
throughout imaging. Samples were examined using low accelerating
voltages (0.8−2 kV) to avoid charging and subsequent damage to the
sample. Samples were left in the SEM chamber overnight under
vacuum after Cryo-SEM imaging was complete. As the temperature
inside the vacuum chamber slowly increased throughout the night, the
samples became freeze-dried. The freeze-dried samples were imaged
the next day before the SEM was cooled with LN2. The stage
temperature was ∼10 °C during SEM imaging of the freeze-dried
samples.
We used the NIH software ImageJ53 to analyze the BSA polymer

networks in the Cryo-SEM micrographs. The BSA polymer strand
diameters, pore diameters, and the length of the protein polymer
strands were measured in several Cryo-SEM images and averaged.
Titration of BSA Hydrogels and Water Incubated Organo-

gels. BSA hydrogels were prepared as described above and cut to
various sizes directly after polymerization before incubating in water.
The concentrations of BSA in these BSA hydrogels are 200 mg/mL.
The area of each freshly prepared 420 μm thick BSA hydrogel piece
was measured and the moles of protein contained in each BSA
hydrogel piece was calculated from its volume. The hydrogel samples
were then equilibrated in nanopure water.
Half of the BSA hydrogel samples were transformed to BSA

organogels using the stepwise EG exchange process. These organogel
samples were then rehydrated with nanopure water by reversing the
stepwise solvent exchange process. These samples were then
incubated in water for 3 days, during which the water was replaced
twice daily with fresh nanopure water.
The BSA hydrogels and water incubated organogels were placed in

2 mL of pH 7.5 nanopure water. The pH was monitored using a
Hanna Instruments HI5522 pH meter with a Hanna Instruments HI
1083 microelectrode as 5−20 μL aliquots of 0.1 M HCl titrant were
added to the solutions containing the gels. After each addition of
HCL, the solution was mixed for 15 min before the pH was recorded.
The pH was then plotted against mol HCl added

mol BSA
. Six replicate

measurements were performed for both the BSA hydrogels and
water incubated organogels.

■ RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Responsive pure protein hydrogels are fabricated by polymer-
izing BSA protein monomers using glutaraldehyde to form
covalent linkages between BSA lysine residues (Figure 1).
Glutaraldehyde is a commonly used protein cross-linker and
fixative that has little impact on the native protein structure
and the native protein reactivity.41,54 We use the term
“interprotein cross-links” to specifically describe the short
glutaraldehyde linkages between BSA proteins in the pure
protein polymer chains. This is distinct from the polymer cross-
links that define points where the protein polymer chains

interconnect to form the 3-dimensional hydrogel polymer
network.
Glutaraldehyde is most reactive toward lysine residues on

the protein surface.54 BSA contains 60 lysine residues, 34 of
which are located on the BSA surface (Figure 1A) and are
available for glutaraldehyde interprotein cross-linking.55 The
BSA surface lysine residues are up to 20−24 Å apart.55

Glutaraldehyde reacts in aqueous solutions to form a mixture
of glutaraldehyde monomers and glutaraldehyde polymers of
various lengths.54 Thus, both interprotein and intraprotein
cross-linking can occur.
Intraprotein cross-linking is favored at low protein and

glutaraldehyde concentrations.54 At high protein concentra-
tions and at higher glutaraldehyde/protein ratios (typically
>25), interprotein cross-linking is favored.54 The 27
glutaraldehyde/BSA ratio that was used to polymerize the
200 mg/mL BSA solution should favor interprotein cross-
linking over intraprotein cross-linking, forming a polymer of
covalently linked protein monomers. One possible interprotein
cross-linking reaction is shown in Figure 1B, where monomeric
glutaraldehyde reacts with two lysine residues to form a Schiff
base. The formation of interprotein cross-links is evident from
the formation of the insoluble protein polymer network that
makes up the hydrogel. These elastic BSA hydrogels are
sufficiently robust to be easily handled.

Cryo-SEM Imaging of BSA Hydrogel Morphology and
Topology. We utilized Cryo-SEM to image the BSA hydrogel
morphology in the hydrated state.52,56,57 The hydrogel
morphology is defined as the supermolecular structure of the
3D polymer network that gives rise to the polymer strand
diameters, polymer strand lengths, and the network pore
sizes.58,59 Polymer morphology can significantly impact the
hydrogel properties, such as their swelling behavior, which
affects hydrogel sensing and drug release behaviors, and their
mechanical properties.12,60 For example, hydrogel networks
with increased cross-link density form increasingly more robust
materials that exhibit smaller VPT in response to analyte
recognition.
Macroscopically, our BSA hydrogels are transparent and

appear to be homogeneous films. These BSA hydrogel films
also exhibit homogeneous and isotropic VPT swelling in
response to hydrogel protein−ligand binding.3,39 At the nano-
and/or microscale, the BSA hydrogel supermolecular structure
appears relatively heterogeneous, as shown in Figure 2. The
BSA hydrogel network pore sizes have a large distribution of
diameters, ranging from ∼50 to ∼200 nm.
The Cryo-SEM micrographs reveal a discernible BSA

polymer network once the vitreous ice is sublimed from the
sample (Figure 2A−D). The 40 min sublimation time removes
most of the bulk water near the sample surface, revealing the
protein polymer network morphology of our frozen hydrated

Figure 1. (A) BSA protein structure showing lysine residues highlighted in red. Structure obtained from RCSB Protein Data Bank, 3V03. Image
made using PyMol software. (B) One of the possible glutaraldehyde interprotein cross-linking reactions; the aldehyde and lysine amine group form
a Schiff base that covalently links the two proteins.
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BSA hydrogel. Figure 2B shows an area with many patches of
vitreous ice remaining on the sample. The red arrow in Figure
2B points to one of these remaining vitreous ice patches. BSA
is a hydrophilic water-soluble protein. Thus, solvation shell
waters will be difficult to sublimate under these conditions in
40 min and will tend to remain bound to the polymerized BSA.
Shown in Figure 2A−D, the hydrogel consists of a 3D

network of interconnected thin BSA polymer strands. The BSA
polymer strand diameters were measured in areas where
vitreous ice had mostly sublimated, as shown in Figure 2D.
The BSA hydrogel is primarily composed of BSA polymer
strands having diameters of ∼15 ± 5 nm.
These ∼15 nm BSA polymer strand diameters are roughly

the width of a single hydrated BSA protein monomer. X-ray
diffraction measurements of BSA crystals determined that the
BSA monomer has dimensions of ∼4 × 6.5 × 7.5 nm3.61 We
expect that the measured dimensions of a single BSA in our
samples will be larger than the crystal structure dimensions due
to its bound water layers and its Pt coating. Terahertz

spectroscopy has shown that the water solvation shell can
extend up to ∼0.8−1.5 nm from the protein surface.62,63 The
2.5 nm Pt sputter coating will also increase the dimensions of
the hydrated BSA polymer strands. These measured BSA
polymer strand diameters (Figure 2) are roughly similar to the
expected dimension of a single, Pt coated, hydrated BSA
protein.
From these high resolution Cryo-SEM images of hydrated

BSA hydrogels, we can detect the polymerized BSA hydrogel
topology,64 i.e., how the BSA protein monomers are
interconnected by the glutaraldehyde interprotein cross-linking
to form the polymer network. The ∼single BSA diameter of
the protein polymer strands indicates that most of the globular
proteins are bound together into roughly linear BSA chains,
reminiscent of a pearl-necklace-like structure. Polymer cross-
links in the BSA hydrogel network are created by a protein that
forms ≥3 interprotein cross-links that connect two or more of
these BSA polymer strands, as illustrated in Figure 3.

Figure 2. Cryo-SEM of frozen hydrated BSA hydrogels (A−D) and of BSA monomer solutions prior to polymerization (E), and a non-Cryo-SEM
of a BSA hydrogel that was freeze-dried (F). Frozen hydrated BSA hydrogels are shown at 20K magnification (A); 70K magnification (B), red
arrow points to vitreous ice remaining in the sample; 70K magnification (C), red box indicates the area that is enlarged in Figure 2D. (D) Enlarged
area from Figure 2C where the thin BSA polymer strands are clearly visible. The red line highlights one of the measured protein polymer strand
lengths. (E) Cryo-SEM of BSA monomer solutions before glutaraldehyde polymerization: 70K magnification. (F) Non-Cryo-SEM of freeze-dried
BSA hydrogel: 70K magnification.
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We can approximate the molecular weight between cross-
links in the BSA hydrogel network by estimating the number of
proteins (MW: 66 463 g/mol BSA) in the polymer strands
between polymer cross-links. The red line in Figure 2D
highlights a measured polymer strand length. The BSA
polymer strand lengths correspond to ∼5−30 BSA proteins;
i.e., the molecular weight between cross-links in the BSA
polymer network is between ∼3 × 105 and 2 × 106 g/mol.
The polymer cross-link density is the dominant factor

determining the elastic free energy storage of the responsive
BSA hydrogel.23,65 Increasing the polymer cross-link density
limits VPT swelling and shrinking. The cross-link density is
inversely proportional to the average molecular weight
between cross-links.
There are clear differences between the BSA hydrogel

morphology (Figure 2A−D) and the morphology of the BSA
monomer solution before glutaraldehyde polymerization
(Figure 2E). Cryo-SEM images of the BSA monomer solution
lack the characteristic interconnected polymer network
observed for the BSA hydrogels. This difference between the
glutaraldehyde polymerized BSA hydrogel and the BSA
monomer solution confirms that predominantly interprotein
cross-links are formed by the polymerization of 200 mg/mL
BSA solutions at a glutaraldehyde/BSA protein ratio of 27.
Cryo-SEM is uniquely able to probe hydrated samples like

hydrogels without significantly altering the protein polymer
morphology.56,57,66 In contrast, non-Cryo/traditional SEM
techniques require sample drying prior to SEM imaging.
Drying the hydrogel results in the collapse of the polymer
network. It is much more difficult to observe and measure the
individual polymer strands in non-Cryo-SEM images where
BSA hydrogel samples are freeze-dried (Figure 2F). Freeze-
dried BSA hydrogel samples also appear to have smaller pores
compared to those of the frozen hydrated samples (Figure
2A−D).
EG Solvent Exchange Causes Irreversible VPT. The

stepwise solvent exchange from water to EG transforms
responsive BSA hydrogels into responsive BSA organogels that
sense protein−ligand binding in the pure organic solvent
environment.39 This EG exchange causes a large VPT that
decreases the organogel volume. This VPT is irreversible with
respect to the mobile phase composition. Attempting to
rehydrate the BSA organogel by reversing the stepwise solvent
exchange back to water does not cause organogel swelling. The

volume swelling ratios, V/V0 (red circles), and the resulting
BSA polymer volume fractions, φ (black squares), are shown in
Figure 4, beginning with the initial BSA hydrogel directly after

glutaraldehyde polymerization (φ = 15 vol %), and for each
subsequent solvent exchange step in the hydrogel to organogel
transformation.
The BSA hydrogel initially swells when incubated in water

after polymerization until the system comes to equilibrium:

Π = =∂Δ
∂ 0G

V
total . BSA hydrogel swelling in nanopure water

decreases the BSA polymer volume fraction from φ = 15 vol %
to φ = 6 vol % BSA.
The hydrogel then shrinks as the concentration of EG in the

mobile phase increases. The final organogel volume equili-
brated in pure EG is roughly half that of the initially fabricated
hydrogel. This produces an organogel where the BSA polymer
volume fraction is φ = 27 vol %.
Rehydrating the organogel by exchanging the EG mobile

phase back to water does not cause organogel swelling. The
BSA organogel does not reswell after incubating in water for
over 7 days, nor does it swell when the solution is mildly
heated to 45 °C. This temperature is below the 57 °C
temperature that induces BSA conformational changes.67

Above 57 °C, swelling may result from protein unfolding.
The BSA polymer volume fraction of these water incubated
BSA organogels is equal to that of the BSA organogel in EG, φ
= 27 vol % BSA.
Flory polymer solution theory is often used to describe the

VPT phenomenon,23 which describes the VPT in terms of
osmotic pressures in the system that drive the volume change.
These osmotic pressures derive from Gibbs free energy
changes in the polymer−mobile phase system. The change in
the total Gibbs free energy, ΔGtotal, has contributions from free
energy of mixing changes, ΔGmix, elastic free energy changes,
ΔGel, and ionic free energy changes, ΔGion.

21,68 Changes in the
mobile phase composition often induce ΔGmix. Typically, ΔGel
and ΔGion are expected to be small for a simple solvent
exchange.
The VPT that results in a dramatic decrease in volume

suggests that phase separation of the BSA polymer and mobile

Figure 3. Proposed BSA hydrogel topology based on the Figure 2
Cryo-SEM images. Black arrows point to polymer cross-links, where a
BSA forms interprotein cross-links that connect two polymer strands.
Red arrows point to the different protein polymer strands that are
colored red, green, and pink.

Figure 4. Dependence of the BSA polymer volume fraction, ϕ (left
axis, black squares), and the swelling ratio, V/Vi (right axis, red
circles), as a function of mobile phase composition during the
stepwise water to EG exchange. The breaks in the graph illustrate the
stepwise solvent exchange from pure EG back to pure water.
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phase occurs during the water to EG exchange. The
irreversibility very generally indicates that there is a hysteresis
in the total Gibbs free energy between the BSA hydrogel and
water incubated BSA organogel. The mechanisms of this phase
separation and the origin of this irreversible VPT are discussed
below.
BSA Hydrogel, Organogel, and Water Incubated

Organogel Secondary Structures. The secondary struc-
tures of BSA hydrogels, organogels, and water incubated
organogels were investigated using UV Resonance Raman
(UVRR) spectroscopy. UVRR spectroscopy is a powerful tool
for investigating the hydrogen bonding,69,70 solvation environ-
ment,71,72 and secondary structure47,73,74 in proteins.75,76

UVRR measurements were performed with an excitation
wavelength of ∼204 nm that is in resonance with the
secondary amide π → π* transitions of the polypeptide
backbone.76 This enhances the Raman scattering of vibrations
that couple to the backbone amide electronic transitions.76

The UVRR enhanced amide III3 band frequency is highly
sensitive to the Ramachandran Ψ torsion angles of the peptide
backbone, enabling quantitative analysis of the protein
secondary structure.47,74 The AmIII3 band, found in the
∼1200−1300 cm−1 spectral region, consists primarily of C−N
stretching and NH bending of the peptide bond.76 The
frequency of the AmIII3

s band sinusoidally depends on the
Ramachandran Ψ torsion angle of the peptide bond.47,74

Mikhonin et al. developed equations to calculate the
Ramachandran Ψ angles from the measured AmIII3

s

frequencies.47

The distribution of secondary structure populations in
proteins gives rise to a particular set of Ψ angles. The
secondary structure distribution inhomogeneously broadens
the AmIII3 band. The secondary structures in our BSA proteins
are determined from the broadened AmIII3 Raman bands. The
AmIII3 band shape is fitted to a series of Lorentzians whose
sum fits the AmIII3 Raman band shapes. Each Lorentzian band
correlates to a particular Ψ angle frequency. The details of the
calculated distribution of protein secondary structures in the
BSA hydrogels, organogels, and water incubated organogels are
provided in the Supporting Information.
We reproduced UVRR measurements of the BSA hydrogel

and BSA monomers in aqueous solution. The reproduced
UVRR spectra, shown in Figure S2, agree with previous
measurements.3 The AmIII3 band shapes of the polymerized
BSA hydrogel and BSA monomer are essentially identical,
indicating that the protein secondary structure is not perturbed
by the glutaraldehyde interprotein cross-linking that forms the
BSA polymer network.
In both the BSA monomer and the BSA hydrogel, the fit of

the AmIII3 band shape produces a dominant Lorentzian band
at ∼1263 cm−1; this AmIII3

s frequency correlates to a Ψ angle
of ∼−47°.47,74 This Ψ angle derives from an α-helical
secondary structure. The area under the Lorentzian band at
1263 cm−1 accounts for ∼65% of the total AmIII3 band
intensity, indicating that BSA is predominantly α-helical. Other
investigations on native BSA monomers also found the BSA
secondary structure to be ∼67% α-helical.77,78

The BSA organogel AmIII3 band is shifted to a higher
frequency from that of the BSA hydrogel (Figure 5). The
negative peak in the hydrogel−organogel difference spectrum
at ∼1265 cm−1 (green spectrum in Figure 5) highlights the
differences in the two AmIII3 bands. This indicates that the α-
helix type AmIII3 band has an increased intensity in the

organogel compared to the hydrogel. The BSA proteins in the
organogel show a ∼4% increase in α-helical secondary
structures compared to that of the BSA hydrogels.
This result is consistent with previously reported data for

immobilized albumins in the presence of EG.79,80 For example,
Wasacz et al. used IR/ATR spectroscopy to investigate the
structure of human serum albumin (HSA) that was adsorbed
onto a substrate in water, EG, and methanol.79 They observed
an increased intensity of the α-helix AmIII3 band when HSA
was exposed to EG. Organic mobile phases generally decrease
the solvent’s ability to compete for hydrogen bonds compared
to water. As a result, the proteins form more intrapeptide
hydrogen bonding which increases the propensity for α-helix
and β-sheet secondary structure formation.
The UVRR spectra of water incubated BSA organogels

reveal that the ∼4% increase in the BSA organogel α-helical
conformations is reversible when EG is exchanged back to
water. The AmIII3 band for the water incubated organogel is
essentially identical to that of the BSA hydrogel (Figure 6),
indicating that the BSA hydrogel and water incubated
organogel have similar secondary structures.
The EG appears to be completely washed out of the

organogel during the EG to water exchange. The intense EG
Raman peak at ∼1460 cm−1 in the UVRR BSA organogel
spectrum does not appear in the water incubated BSA
organogel spectrum.
We also examined the frequency of the AmI band of the BSA

hydrogel, BSA organogel, and rehydrated BSA organogel. The
AmI band in the ∼1650−1700 cm−1 spectral region consists
predominantly of the CO stretching motion of the peptide
backbone.76 The BSA hydrogel, BSA organogel, and water
incubated BSA organogel all have AmI bands at about 1665
cm−1. The constant AmI band frequency in the BSA hydrogel
and organogel spectra indicates that the hydrogen bonding and
dielectric environments of the protein backbone amides are
similar for the polymerized BSA proteins in the water and EG
mobile phases.69,70,75 This is unexpected since the dielectric
constant of EG is significantly lower than that of water. This
frequency would shift if the lower dielectric EG mobile phase
caused disruptions to the H-bonding environment of the

Figure 5. UVRR spectra of BSA hydrogel (blue), BSA organogel
(red), and BSA hydrogel−organogel difference spectrum (green). The
broad AmIII3 band at ∼1240−1270 cm−1 results from the distribution
of peptide backbone Ψ angles used to calculate the protein secondary
structure. Spectral differences at ∼1460 cm−1 result from the
subtraction of an intense EG Raman peak in the BSA organogel.
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peptide backbone. AmI band frequency shifts in FT-IR spectra
have been observed for HSA when bound water layers are
stripped from the protein surface by the addition of EG.80

Water Content in BSA Organogels. NIR absorption
spectroscopy was used to measure the water content in our
BSA organogels to elucidate the microenvironment around the
proteins of the organogel. Water strongly absorbs between
1900 and 1950 nm, whereas the EG has minimal absorption at
these wavelengths.81 The Supporting Information includes the

1400−2000 nm NIR absorbance of BSA organogels, the
absorbance of EG−water mixtures, and the dependence of the
1915 nm absorbance as a function of water concentration.
Details on the calculations of the water molar absorptivity at
1915 nm, the water concentration in bulk EG, and the
calculation of the water concentration in our BSA organogels
are also included in the Supporting Information.
The BSA organogels are in equilibrium with an EG mobile

phase that contains ∼0.08 M water. The 1400−2000 nm NIR
absorbance spectra of the BSA organogel films are shown in
Figure S5 in the Supporting Information. The strong
absorption around 1900 nm stems from water that is
partitioned into the organogel films. From these absorbance
measurements, we calculate that the maximum BSA organogel
water concentration is 8.0 ± 0.2 M.
To account for the small EG absorbance contributions to

the total organogel absorbance, the absorbance of a 420 and
820 μm thick pure EG film was subtracted from the total BSA
organogel absorbance. This subtraction overestimates the EG
absorption since the EG content in the organogel is less than
that of a pure EG film. The minimum BSA organogel water
concentration is calculated using this EG subtracted
absorbance. Our BSA organogels contain at least 6.5 ± 0.2
M water. We assume that the increased water content in the
BSA organogels relative to the bulk EG mobile phase stems
from solvation shell waters that are bound to the polymerized
BSA proteins.
These BSA organogel water concentrations correspond to

1182−1475 water molecules per BSA protein. Small-angle
neutron scattering experiments and theoretical calculations of a

Figure 6. UVRR spectra of (blue) BSA hydrogel, (red) BSA
organogel incubated in water, and (green) BSA hydrogel−water
organogel incubated in water difference spectrum.

Figure 7. Cryo-SEM images comparing the morphology of BSA hydrogels (A, B) to that of the water incubated BSA organogels (C, D) after 40
min of sublimation and the application of a 2.5 nm Pt sputter coat. (A) BSA hydrogel; 70K magnification. (B) Enlarged area of BSA hydrogel,
indicated by the red box in Figure 7A. (C) Water incubated BSA organogel; 50K magnification. (D) Enlarged area of water incubated BSA
organogel, indicated by the red box in Figure 7C.
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single water layer based on the BSA surface area have shown
that the first solvation shell of BSA contains ∼1070 water
molecules.63,82 Terahertz spectroscopy studies of albumin
proteins in aqueous solutions found that the bound solvation
shell waters, which have slower water relaxation times relative
to bulk water, can extend ∼0.85 nm63 to ∼1.5 nm62 from the
protein surface. Shiraga et al. estimated that the ∼0.85 nm
solvation shell contains ∼3400 waters per BSA (3−4 hydration
layers).63

The polymerized BSA proteins in pure EG retain more than
one hydration layer. The 1182−1475 waters per BSA
calculated in our BSA organogels correspond to 1.1−1.4
solvation shells. The retained BSA solvation shell waters most
likely account for the constant UVRR AmI frequency
measured in the BSA hydrogels and organogels.
This protein hydration layer is important for protein folding

and the dynamics necessary for protein ligand binding and
catalysis.83−86 For example, it has been experimentally
observed that there is a critical hydration level required for
enzymatic activity (∼a single monolayer of water).63,83,86 Our
pure protein organogel sensors and catalysts39 retain much of
their native protein activity in EG, at least in part, due to the
retained hydration layers. A discussion on the retained protein
hydration shell of BSA organogels is provided in the
Supporting Information.
Water Incubated BSA Organogel Morphology. Only

the water incubated BSA organogels could be investigated
using Cryo-SEM. The BSA organogels could not be imaged
because the EG mobile phase could not be sublimed from the
BSA polymer structure. We hypothesize that the BSA
organogel and water incubated BSA organogel morphologies
are roughly similar. The irreversibility of the VPT indicates
that the largest polymer morphology changes occur during the
water to EG exchange. We believe that additional significant
morphology changes during the solvent exchange back to
water are unlikely.
The mobile phase exchange induces significant irreversible

changes in the morphology of the BSA polymer network. As a
result, there is an obvious difference between the BSA protein
polymer network structure observed in Cryo-SEM images of
the water incubated BSA organogel (Figure 7C,D) compared
to that of the BSA hydrogel (Figure 7A,B). The water to EG
exchange changes the BSA polymer morphology from an
interconnected network of thin BSA polymer strands to a
dense amorphous BSA polymer phase in the water incubated
BSA organogel. This is accompanied by a decrease in the
polymer pore diameters compared to that of the BSA hydrogel.
The water incubated BSA organogel pore diameters range from
∼5 to ∼30 nm.
We could not resolve the individual BSA polymer strands in

the dense amorphous BSA polymer phase. Thus, the
topological properties of the organogel network, such as the
number of interprotein cross-linked BSA in the protein
polymer chains between polymer cross-links, cannot be
estimated in the water incubated organogels, as we did for
the BSA hydrogels. Thus, changes in the BSA polymer cross-
link density cannot be determined from these Cryo-SEM
images.
From titration studies, we found that these morphology

changes are accompanied by a decrease in the BSA polymer
surface area that is accessible to the mobile phase. The change
in the mobile phase exposed BSA polymer surface area was
examined by titrating the pH sensitive amino acid carboxyl

groups in the BSA hydrogels and in the water incubated
organogels.
BSA contains 39 aspartic acid residues (pKa 3.71) and 59

glutamic acid residues (pKa 4.15).61 The H+ concentration
required to titrate aqueous solutions containing BSA hydrogels
or water incubated organogels from pH 6 to pH ∼ 3.35 is
directly proportional to the number of BSA carboxyl groups
protonated. Only mobile phase accessible carboxyl groups on
the BSA polymer surface are titratable. Carboxyl groups buried
by the BSA polymer morphology change are not titrated
because mobile phase diffusion to the buried polymer surface
area is significantly slowed.
As shown in Figure 8, the water incubated BSA organogel

titration curve is shifted to lower acid concentrations relative to

that of the BSA hydrogel. The titration curves of the hydrogels
and water incubated organogels can be directly compared
because the titration is normalized to the number of moles of
H+ added per mole of BSA in the hydrogel or water incubated
organogel.
The water incubated BSA organogels require ∼2-fold less

acid to protonate all titratable aspartic and glutamic acid
residues compared to that of the BSA hydrogels. These
titration results directly demonstrate that the VPT phase
separation irreversibly changes the BSA polymer surface area
exposed to the mobile phase. The VPT renders about half the
polymer surface area inaccessible to the mobile phase.
It should also be noted that formation of amino acid side

chain interactions may also occur during the phase separation
and could contribute to the decrease in titratable carboxyl
groups. Interactions between carboxylates and other amino
acids may decrease the effective pKa of those carboxylates. For
example, salt bridges could form between the carboxylates and
positively charged amino acids to stabilize the charged species.

Mechanism of Irreversible VPT Caused by EG
Exchange. From these results, we are able to make certain
conclusions on the mechanisms that actuate the VPT during
the water to EG exchange. The large VPT that decreases the
BSA organogel volume as a result of the EG exchange suggests
that phase separation of the BSA polymer from the EG mobile
phase occurs which induces a collapse of the polymer network.
This BSA polymer phase separation is primarily driven by free
energy of mixing changes, ΔGmix.

Figure 8. Titration curve of the BSA hydrogel before the water to EG
exchange (blue), and the water incubated BSA organogel after the
water to EG exchange and EG to water exchange (red). The titration
is normalized to the number of moles of H+ added to solution per
mole of BSA in the sample.
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The UVRR experiments clearly demonstrate that the BSA
secondary structure does not significantly change between the
hydrogel and organogel. During fabrication of the BSA
hydrogel, the proteins are immobilized by the glutaraldehyde
cross-linking.43 Protein immobilization stabilizes the native
protein conformation, which inhibits protein denaturation by
the introduced organic solvent mobile phase.36 It is important
to eliminate the possibility of protein structural changes
because protein conformational changes could contribute to
the VPT phenomenon,25 particularly if the induced conforma-
tional change exposes amino acid side chains buried in the
native protein core.
The BSA polymer VPT that occurs during the EG exchange

is not caused by protein conformational changes but rather is
induced by an unfavorable change in ΔGmix, between the
protein polymer and mobile phase as the concentration of EG
increases. The hydrogel/organogel ΔGmix is primarily
determined by the Flory−Huggins polymer−solvent inter-
action parameter, χ.23,65 Polymers in a good solvent are highly
swollen and have small χ values because polymer−solvent
interactions are favorable. In contrast, polymers in a poor
solvent have larger χ values, and contain little solvent because
polymer−polymer interactions are more favorable than
polymer−mobile phase interactions.87

Flory theory predicts that when χ ≥ 0.5, phase separation of
the polymer from the mobile phase will occur due to enthalpic

and/or entropic penalties resulting from the poor solvent
interacting with the polymer chains.23,87 It is extremely difficult
to parse out which entropic or enthalpic contribution
dominates this phase separation process because the hydrogel
and subsequent organogel have a highly complex system of
interactions between the protein polymer and mobile phase.
The proteins have polypeptide chains made up of a specific
sequence of 20 possible amino acid (AA) residues, that vary in
their hydrophobic properties, charge state, and hydrogen
bonding strength. This specific sequence of AA directs protein
folding, leading to a protein conformation that exposes certain
AA to the mobile phase and buries others in the core of the
protein. Each AA in the protein will have different enthalpic
and entropic contributions to the protein−mobile phase
interactions depending on its chemical structure and depend-
ing on the neighboring amino acids.
The large swelling ratio of the BSA hydrogel in water

indicates χBSA−water ≪ 0.5. The continuous decrease in BSA
hydrogel volume that occurs upon EG exchange indicates that
χ increases with increasing EG concentrations. When χ exceeds
the critical value of 0.5, phase separation occurs. However, we
cannot determine the EG concentration that initiates the phase
separation from these existing data. A more careful
investigation of the BSA hydrogel VPT generated with smaller
incremental increases in the EG concentration is necessary.
The critical EG concentration that induces phase separation

Figure 9. Illustration of the proposed kinetic two-stage phase separation of the BSA polymer that occurs during the water to EG exchange. The first
stage (1a−1b) involves a fast coil-to-globule transition of the BSA polymer strands. This coil-to-globule transition decreases the distance between
BSA polymer strands. Polymerized BSA on different protein polymer strands can form interprotein interactions where the BSA polymer strands are
in close proximity, highlighted by the blue circles in stage 1b. These additional interprotein polymer strand interactions formed during phase
separation increase the polymer cross-link density through physical polymer cross-linking, thus, preventing organogel reswelling. The second slower
stage (2a−2b) of the phase separation involves knotting of the localized globules in the network and entanglement of the BSA polymer strands.
This second stage further increases the BSA polymer density, resulting in the very dense BSA polymer phase observed in the water incubated
organogel Cryo-SEM.
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could be determined through titration of the BSA polymer
carboxyl groups after equilibration in each EG/water solution.
A large decrease in the solvent accessible polymer surface area
would elucidate the EG concentration at which phase
separation occurs.
This mobile phase exchange induced phase separation

causes a collapse of the water swollen 3D protein polymer
network. During phase separation, the polymer attempts to
minimize its free energy, thus initiating conformational
changes in the polymer strands that minimize its surface area
in contact with the mobile phase.88

Polymer phase separation in a poor solvent is thought to
occur as a (at least) two-stage process: a fast polymer strand
collapse that induces a coil-to-globule-like transition in the
polymer strands, followed by a slower stage that involves
knotting of those globules and entanglement of the polymer
strands.89−91 We postulate that the BSA hydrogel to organogel
transformation via the exchange from water to EG generates a
similar kinetic two-stage phase separation, resulting in the
dense amorphous BSA polymer phase observed in the water
incubated organogel Cryo-SEM images, as illustrated in Figure
9.
The first stage of the phase separation involves a coil-to-

globule transition of the BSA polymer strands (Figure 9, stage
1a−1b). The thin BSA polymer strands in the water swollen
hydrogel have an extended coil-like conformation. These
extended polymer strand conformations collapse into a
globule-like conformation to minimize the polymer surface
area in contact with the EG mobile phase. As depicted in
Figure 9, stage 2a, this fast coil-to-globule transition creates
localized high polymer density globules throughout the cross-
linked network connected by stretched bridging BSA polymer
strands.90

The coil-to-globule transition is followed by globule
knotting, where these localized globules coalesce into a very
high density BSA polymer phase.89 Entanglement of the
polymer strands within the dense BSA polymer phase also
occurs in this second stage and increases over time.92 This
kinetic two-stage phase separation that occurs during the BSA
hydrogel to organogel transformation results in the amorphous
dense BSA polymer phase observed in the water incubated
BSA organogel Cryo-SEM images (Figure 9, stage 2b).
The phase separation mechanisms of thermoresponsive

polymers have extensively been studied, for linear poly(N-
isopropylacrylamide),87,93 polystyrene,94 and poly(methyl
methacrylate)91 polymer chains in solution. The phase
separation of cross-linked poly(N-isopropylacrylamide) hydro-
gel networks has also been investigate in polymer micro-
particles.49 The rate of both stages of the phase separation is
significantly slowed in a cross-linked polymer network due to
the topological constraints compared to the linear polymer
chains in solution.
The VPT induced by phase separation in synthetic organic

polymers is typically reversible. Entanglement of the polymer
strands slows globule swelling in a good solvent.92 Hysteresis
in the globule-to-coil transition of poly(N-isopropylacryla-
mide) polymers has been observed, where melting of the
globule is slowed by physical entanglements formed in the
globule state.95

In contrast, our BSA polymer system exhibits a completely
irreversible VPT. Negligible polymer swelling was observed
upon the exchange back to water for several weeks. We
hypothesize that this irreversible VPT phenomenon of the pure

protein polymer is caused by the formation of additional
physical or chemical cross-links in the phase separated BSA
polymer. The initial coil-to-globule transition and subsequent
globule knotting decrease the distances between BSA polymer
strands in the network. This allows formation of interprotein
interactions between BSA proteins on different polymer
strands that can act as polymer cross-links, indicated by the
blue circles in Figure 9, stage 1b.
Additional interprotein strand interactions may include the

formation of salt bridges or hydrogen bonds between AA side
chains that act as physical polymer cross-links. Electrostatic
and H-bonding interactions between AA side chains100 are
likely to form during the water to EG exchange because EG is
less polar than water and is consequently a weaker H-bond
acceptor/donor. Thus, the competitiveness of the solvent to
H-bond with the AA side chains decreases when water is
exchanged for EG such that the AA−AA interactions are
enthalpically more favorable than AA−EG interactions.
Chemical polymer cross-links could also form if dangling
glutaraldehyde groups are present. Polymer strand entangle-
ment could also create physical polymer cross-links in the BSA
polymer network.
Thus, the elastic free energy of the BSA polymer network

increases during the BSA hydrogel to organogel transition. The
elastic free energy is an entropically derived restoring force that
resists polymer strand conformational changes which are
intrinsic to hydro-/organogel swelling or shrinking. Therefore,
incubating the BSA organogel in water does not result in
swelling due to a significant increase in the cross-link density of
the BSA polymer network.
Finally, it must be noted that attempting to fabricate the

BSA organogels using a single step solvent exchange where the
BSA hydrogels are directly incubated in pure EG creates a
material that is in a kinetically trapped state far from the
thermodynamic equilibrium. The stepwise solvent exchange to
EG allows the BSA polymer network to homogeneously shrink
with increasing EG concentration prior to the phase separation
event, that we believe occurs at higher EG concentrations. This
creates a material much closer to the thermodynamic
equilibrium state.
An interfacial skin layer can form in hydrogels when exposed

to drastic changes in solvent quality that cause a phase
separation induced VPT.96 Skin layer formation has been
utilized for drug release applications, where the drug is not
released from the hydrogel material until the VPT of the skin
layer is reversed.97 However, formation of a skin layer in our
photonic crystal organogel sensing materials may confound the
sensor response. The BSA organogels fabricated using the
stepwise solvent exchange swell in response to BSA−ligand
binding.39 In contrast, the single step solvent exchanged BSA
organogels shrink in response to the ligand binding
(unpublished data). The magnitude of these volume changes
varies in the kinetically trapped BSA organogels depending on
the time the BSA hydrogel was equilibrated in pure EG prior to
ligand addition. This results in an unreliable sensor response
for the single step solvent exchanged BSA organogels.

■ CONCLUSIONS
Using UVRR and IR spectroscopy, Cryo-SEM, and physical
measurements of the gel volume and concentration of
titratable amino acids, we characterized changes to the BSA
secondary structure and BSA polymer morphology that
accompanies the stepwise solvent exchange to EG. The mobile
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phase exchange from water to EG transforms responsive BSA
hydrogels into responsive BSA organogels. We determined the
following:

(1) The BSA hydrogel is an interconnected network of thin
BSA polymer strands with diameters roughly that of a
single BSA protein. BSA hydrogel pores have diameters
ranging from 50 to 200 nm. The molecular weight
between polymer cross-links was approximated from the
polymer strand lengths, which equal ∼5−30 BSA or ∼3
× 105 − 2 × 106 g/mol.

(2) The solvent exchange from the water mobile phase of
the hydrogel to the EG mobile phase of the organogel
causes a VPT that increases the BSA polymer volume
fraction from ϕhydrogel = 6% to ϕorganogel = 27%. The VPT
is irreversible; ϕwater‑incubated‑organogel = 27% after exchang-
ing the EG mobile phase back to water.

(3) There is a ∼4% increase in the population of α-helix
secondary structure in the BSA organogel compared to
that of the BSA hydrogel and native BSA monomers.
These secondary structure changes are reversible; the
UVRR AmIII3 bands of water incubated BSA organogels
are identical to those of the BSA hydrogels.

(4) The water incubated organogel UVRR spectrum does
not contain contributions from EG, indicating that the
EG mobile phase is qualitatively removed during
exchange back to water.

(5) The NIR absorbance of water in the BSA organogels
demonstrate that there is a higher water content in the
BSA organogels compared to the bulk EG mobile phase.
There are roughly 1200−1500 water molecules per BSA
protein in the organogel, meaning 1.1−1.4 hydrations
layers remain bound to the proteins.

(6) Irreversible BSA polymer morphology changes occur
during EG exchange. The water incubated BSA
organogel morphology drastically differs from that of
the BSA hydrogel. The water incubated organogel
morphology is a dense amorphous polymer phase with
significantly smaller pore diameters (5−30 nm)
compared to the BSA hydrogel pore diameters (50−
200 nm).

(7) The hydrogel to organogel morphology change results in
a decrease in the solvent exposed surface area. There are
approximately 50% fewer titratable amino acid carboxyl
groups in the BSA organogel than in the BSA hydrogel.

We determined that a phase separation of the BSA polymer
and mobile phase causes the VPT that accompanies the
hydrogel to organogel transformation. This phase separation is
driven by free energy of mixing changes where the Flory−
Huggins interaction parameter increases with increasing EG
concentrations. This phase separation proceeds in two stages, a
fast coil-to-globule transition followed by globule knotting and
BSA polymer strand entanglement, that results in a dense
amorphous BSA polymer morphology. Additional interprotein
strand interactions that are formed in the phase separated BSA
polymer state are the most likely source of the irreversible VPT
phenomenon. Physical or chemical polymer cross-links
increase the polymer cross-link density. Thus, the elastic free
energy increases, resisting BSA polymer swelling when the
mobile phase is exchanged back to water.
The irreversible VPT phenomena of our BSA polymer is

advantageous for our photonic crystal sensing motif where BSA
organogels sense BSA−ligand binding through an organogel

swelling response. EG is a hydroscopic organic solvent and
absorbs water vapor proportional to the relative humidity of
the air. Water absorption by EG in the BSA organogel does not
impact the sensor response because the addition of water will
not reswell the organogel. This is in contrast to our previously
fabricated evaporation resistant sensing materials that contain
an ionic liquid mobile phase16 which undergo a VPT in
response to humidity changes.
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